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Statement of Purpose: Membership is open to all those interested in machining metal and tinkering with machines. The club provides
a forum for the exchanging of ideas and information. This includes, to a large degree, education in the art of machine tools and
practices. Our web site endeavors to bring into the public domain written information that the hobbyist can understand and use. This
makes an organization such as this even more important. -- Founder - John Korman (deceased)
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Next Meeting September 9, 2006
To be announced.

Minutes of the August 12, 2006 Meetings
by Dick Kostelnicek

Business Meeting
Dennis Cranston – Vise President Presiding, No new
business was discussed
General Meeting
Presentation - Scott Meyers, a used machinery
merchant, discussed his mission in rescuing large
used machinery and placing them for resale. He deals
only in the larger machines, as Ebay has captured the
market for smaller machines.
He discussed machine refurbishing procedures, the
quality of difference sources of machines, and the
difficulties in dealing with extremely heavy
machinery
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Doug Chartier showed some laminated steel knives
made in Sweden and a tailstock tap holder that he
made.

He discussed machine refurbishing procedures, the
quality of difference sources of machines, and the
difficulties in dealing with extremely heavy
machinery.

Joe Scott talked about his quill mounted DRO.

Show and Tell - Ed Fuller showed a bolt for a Mauser
that he modified so that it did not interfere with the
scope on his rifle.

Dick Kostelnicek showed the many surplus gears and
their operation that were found inside an old lawn
mower transmission.

Dennis Borgman showed his home made roller stand
support and a number stamp holder that eliminates the
hammer blow from throwing the stamp.

